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Abstract
Cloud computing provide on demand computational
infrastructure to the users which has the latent to reduce the
huge cost to assemble IT based services. It can offer ubiquitous,
expedient data storage space. One of the main significant issue
of cloud computing is that the entire data are stored in different
location of the world using a set of interconnected resource
pools and an authorized user can access this data through virtual
machines. Most of the today’s internet companies have built
immense data centers and day by day it is growing incredibly.
For this reason we are getting various types of cloud flavor in
terms of excellent applications or services. But it has several
dark sides and insecurity creates major problem for cloud users.
Since the resource pools are situated over various corners of the
world, the privacy and security of data is highly challenging.
Due to new dimension of cloud computing, the security problem
enters into the problem scope related flexibility, multi-tenancy,
layer dependency over its architecture. There are several types
of security issues that need to be address in cloud computing.
The main aim of this paper is to focus on various security issues
of cloud computing and analyze the different unsolved security
problem that threatening the different organization to adopt this
technology.
Keywords: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), Security, Privacy,
Integrity, Virtualization.

INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing (CC) is a future generation technology for IT
enterprise. It work from the remote locations without need of
human intervention. It is not essential for any user to know how
their computers, their software or their network is working as per
the user need. In such model, user only uses services as per their
requirements without having the knowledge of location where
these services are stored. Even users do not require owning the
infrastructure for the purpose of computing for the different
services. In fact it can be accessed from any computer from any
part of the world. It can arrange resources dynamically to
allocate or reallocate to user and can monitor its performance
continuously [1].
Though there are several services which cloud provides to the
client companies or any other users. All users can get huge
amount of storage capacity, but most of the client are not geared
up to implement cloud computing technology due to the
limitation of security control strategy, limitation in protection
data which leads to dispute in cloud computing. The cloud
computing vendors, like Amazon Simple Storage Services (S3)

and Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [2] are well known
example. Amazon S3 provides a simple web services interface
that can be used to store and retrieve any amount of data, at any
time, from anywhere on the web. It also permit developer to right
of entry the extremely scalable, dependable, safe, speedy, lowcost infrastructure. From the belief of data protection which has
been an important facet of worth of services, cloud computing
necessarily poses new demanding safety threats for number of
reasons. Cryptographic techniques to ensure data security in
cloud computing are not gladly acceptable as the user’ can lose
their control over data. So, it requires a data authentication
strategy but without unambiguous knowledge of the complete
data, it is very inflexible to verify the accurate data. Considering
a range of data for each user, insist of the long term incessant
assurances of their data safety, the problem of verify the
accuracy of data storage in the cloud becomes more challenging
[3]. Secondly, it is not just an intermediary data storehouse
because all the data are stored in the cloud and may be regularly
modernized by the user, such as inclusion, removal, alteration,
appending, recovering, etc. So, for this dynamic operation, it
need to more advanced technology to prevent data loss from the
cloud storage. Every user’ data is stored in numerous physical
locations haphazardly. Therefore scattered protocols for storage
correctness assertion will be most significance to achieve a
healthy and protected cloud data storage system is required in
the real word.
As users are storing their data and running their software on
somebody’s CPU with facilitate of someone else’s hard disk, it
will countenance malevolent security issue such as phishing, loss
of data and collection of machines that are running remotely
known as botnet. Moreover, the multi-tenancy and shared
computing resources have introduced usual types of security
challenges that need fresh techniques to deal with it. For
example, hackers may use cloud to systematize botnet because
cloud often offer more consistent infrastructure at a
comparatively low price for them to initiate an attack [4].
Rest of the paper is organized in the following way. After giving
the brief introduction of cloud architecture in Section II, we
present the different data storage issues in Section-III.
In Section-IV we have discuss the different types of attacks with
their possible solution by ending the conclusion and future work
in Section-V.

ARCHITECTURE OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing can be mostly classify in two categories,
deployment models and service delivery models [1]. The
deployment model is: 1) Private cloud: a cloud platform is
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committed for particular organizations, 2) Public cloud: a cloud
platform which is accessible for all users and can use all
available infrastructures, 3) Hybrid cloud: a private cloud that
can enlarge to use resources in public clouds. Public clouds are
the maximum vulnerable deployment model because it is
accessible for public users to host their services who may be
malicious users and 4) Community Cloud: This cloud
infrastructure can be used by an explicit community of consumer
from the organization if they have some shared concern. The
NIST definition of Cloud Computing is shown in Figure-1 which
has different promising implementations that move up the
complexity to develop security model.

software delivery model which provide to access application
through the internet as a Web-based service to user without
installing the application on the user’s own computers. Each
service delivery model has different possible implementations,
which complicates the development of standard security model
for each service delivery model.
The requirement characterizes Software-as-a Service as a
“one to-many” software delivery model where applications
shared across the multiple users. SaaS applications comprises of
social networking applications. The basic features of networking
are to allow inculpating and extend their capabilities by
integrating third party application. It is an important role of SsaS
solution to provide an environment to share information with
others. The vendor such as SalesForce.com, Google Mail,
Google Docs, and so forth is providing SaaS. Each service
delivery model has different possible implementations, which
complicates the development of standard security model for each
service delivery model.
It is understandable that the security issue is playing most
central role in hindering cloud computing acceptance. It is very
difficult to store your data on someone else's hard disk, running
your software on using someone else's CPU which is daunting
to many. The very popular security issues such as data loss,
phishing etc pose serious threats to organization's data and
software. The characteristics of multi-tenancy and pooled
computing resources of cloud computing has introduced new
security challenges which need a novel techniques to protect all
benefits of cloud computing.

Figure-1. The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing
Source: http://www.csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloudcomputing/index.html

The service delivery model is organized into three layers,
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)-generally known as SPI model.

There are some early computing paradigms like Global
Computing, Grid Computing, On Demand Service Provision,
User Centric Interface, Autonomous System [5] etc. Though the
following other computing technology which contribute to the
cloud computing.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is considered as the lowest
layer that provide infrastructure as a service. It is very much
popular and developed for market segment of cloud computing.
The available option within the IaaS varies from single server to
entire infrastructures including network devices, database, web
servers etc. It provides hardware resources for executing services
to the user by using virtualization technology. The cloud user has
the facility for processing, storage, networks etc. A governance
model is needed to control the creation and usage of virtual
machines.
Platform as a Service (PaaS) is the middle layer which
provides platform oriented services, besides providing the
environment for software execution. PaaS solution provides a
development and deployment platform for running application
in the cloud. Its implementation offer application with a run time
environment and manage the underline infrastructure without
exposing the services. It automate the process of deploying
application such as infrastructure, configure application
component, supporting technology like balance the databases,
policy based system which is set by the user.
Software as a Service (SaaS) is the topmost layer which has
a complete application and provides services on demand. It is a
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 Web Service and SOA: Web services are software systems
which has been designed to support interoperable machineto-machine interaction over a network. The interoperability
can began through a set of XML-based open standard
application, such as WSDL, SOAP, and UDD where a
service-oriented architecture is essentially a collection of
services [5]. These services communicate with each other.
The communication can involve either simple data passing
or it could involve two or more services coordinating some
other activity like connecting services to each other
whenever is needed.
 Web 2.0 and mash-up: A mash-up is a Web page or
application that incorporates complementary components
from two or more sources. Web 2.0 known as a technology
to enable us to build web pages and there is no limit for a
user to viewing only as well as it permits the users to make
dynamic updates. It allows the usage of World Wide Web
technology towards a more inventive and a collective
platform [6].
 Application Programming Interface: (API) is a collection of
protocol, subroutine and outfits to the software applications.
The API stipulates that how a software modules should in
cooperate and APIs are used in programming graphical user
interface section. Without API’s it is hard to believe the
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existence of cloud computing. The complete groups of cloud
services depend on API’s which permits to deploy and
configure through them. Application programming
interfaces help developer to use certain technologies to
develop several applications. A single API can have multiple
implementations in the form of different libraries that share
the same programming interface by abstracting the
underlying implementation and only exposing objects or
actions.
 Virtualization: The Virtualization lead to the evaluation of
cloud computing. The term virtualization means to create a
virtual adaptation of a device or resource, such as a server,
storage space device, network or even an operating system
where the structure divide the resource into one or more
effecting environments. Even sometime it is a simple hard
drive partition which considered as virtualizations because
we take one drive and partition into two separate hard drives
[7]. It has been categorized as server virtualization, storage
virtualization and network virtualization.

SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing has different types of properties which make
it very valuable. But, many of those properties are creating
security as a singular concern. Though several tools and
techniques are available which can be used to keep your data
safe, but it is very hard to keep up the reliability of your system
as you are sharing your data with others and most of the time it
is outsourcing from others. The cloud architecture model has
different types of loopholes and this architecture made cloud
computing into various security and privacy threats [8].

Security Issues in the Cloud Service Delivery Models
There are different types of implementation of cloud service
delivery model and this implementation creates to develop the
standard security model for each service delivery model. The
following are some security issues in the cloud service delivery
model.

IaaS Security Issues
The available option within the IaaS varies from single server
to entire infrastructures including network devices, database,
web servers etc. It provides hardware resources for executing
services to the user by using virtualization technology but IaaS
will face the following problem.
 VM Security- Virtual machine is a logical machine in which
applications and guest operating systems run. By design, all
virtual machines are secluded from each other and seclusion
enables multiple virtual machines to run firmly when it is
sharing hardware. It ensures capability to access hardware
and their uninterrupted performance simultaneously. VM
operating systems and its workloads are common security
threats that affect conventional physical servers, such as
malware and virus using traditional or cloud-oriented
security solutions. Cloud consumers are responsible for VM

security. They can use their own security mechanism based
on their need to overcome the expected risk level and their
own security management process [9].
 Securing VM Images repository- It has been observed the
VMs are often under risk even when they are offline unlike
the physical servers. VM images can be stolen by injecting
malicious codes even it can be hampered by the VM file
itself. So, cloud provider is responsible to secure VM images
repository. It may be happen that VM templates may retain
the original owner information and this information template
may be used by a new consumer.
 Virtual Network Security- network infrastructure is shared
among different tenants in the physical networks or within
the same server (using virtual Switch). Network-based VM
attacks may be arise in DHCP, DNS servers, IP protocol
vulnerabilities, or even the in VSwitch software.
 Securing VM boundaries- There is some virtual restrictions
in VMs compare to physical server ones and it co-exist on
the equivalent physical server that share the same CPU,
Memory, I/O, NIC, and others as there is no physical
isolation among VM resources. So, cloud provider has the
responsibility to secure VM boundaries.
 Hypervisor security- The mapping between physical
resource and virtualized resource can be accomplished by a
virtualizer, known as hypervisor. Access to physical server
by virtual machine can be achieved by hypervisor controller.
Operations of virtual machine are not in an encrypted form
and that is why every hypervisor takes a major role to
provide the security of the virtual machines. Compromised
hypervisor may break the security of VMs. On the other
hand cloud service providers are the responsible entity to
provide the security of hypervisor. CSP provides this type
security in Virtualization software like VMware etc.

PaaS Security Issues
Out of several clouds computing services, platform as a service
allows the user to customize the applications in the form of
development, execution and management. This platform as a
service (PaaS) follows service oriented architecture. So the
security issue of PaaS is all lies on SOA security. SOA security
includes multiple perspectives of security issues comprising
access control, privacy and service stability while shielding
both the cloud service provider and the cloud user. All most, all
kind of security attacks preferably Denial of service of attacks
and man in the middle attack may disrupt the service provided
by PaaS.
API Security- Application Programming Interface (API)
offered by Platform as a service provides various functions
related to business and management. These PaaS level APIs
should maintain security mechanism and standards like OAuth
[10] in order to prevent vulnerabilities. These APIs should be
separated from each other in device memory for security
purpose. This API level security issues are controlled by cloud
service provider.
SaaS Security Issues
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Software as a Service (SaaS) is the topmost layer which has a
complete application and provide services on demand. It is a
software delivery model which provide to access application
through the internet as a Web-based service to user without
installing the application on the user’s own computers. Each
service delivery model has different possible implementations,
which complicates the development of standard security model
for each service delivery model. The SaaS model facing
different types of issues as follows [11]:
 Data security: A malicious users can take advantage of
weakness in the data security model to expand unauthorized
access to data.
 Network security: A secured network will be needed to flow
all the data over the network in order to prevent outflow of
responsive data.
 Data Locality: A secure SaaS model will be capable of
providing reliability to customer on the location of the data.
 Data Integrity: The lack of veracity controls at the data level
could result in intense problems. Architect and developers
need to approach this problem seriously making sure that
there will be no compromise with database integrity when
user is moving to cloud computing.
 Data segregation: A nasty user can practice application
liabilities to hand skills parameters that avoid security
checks and access responsive data of other renter. SaaS
model must need a boundary to secure each user data. This
limit must be guaranteed to the physical level as well as with
the application level. The service should be clever enough to
isolate the data from different user.
 Data Access: The security policies must be considered by
cloud to avoid intrusion of data by unauthorized user.
 Authentication and Authorization: Many times a user
credential are stored in the SaaS providers database, so need
a proper mechanism to store that credential so that
authentication and authorization credential will be safe.
 Data Confidentiality: The entire contents of user’s storage
devices may be stored with a single cloud provider or with
many cloud providers. So when these storage devices are
shared the information in the cloud, confidentiality or
privacy question arises.

users will be breached by the insider. Though insider don
have the permission to access the data directly, but they have
different way to access the database.
 Web application vulnerability scanning- web based
applications need to be validated and should be well scanned
prior to host on the cloud infrastructure. Scanning up on
susceptibilities can be achieved by various application
oriented scanning techniques [12]. These scanning
techniques must be updated with latest features in order to
provide proactive protection against most of the recent
vulnerabilities and intrusions specified by NVD and CWE
[13]. Application and proxy firewall should be configured
and properly distributed in appropriate place so that it can
monitor incoming and outgoing responses/requests in a
filtered manner otherwise malicious scripting or malicious
packet injection methods may hammers overall reliability of
web application hosted on cloud infrastructure.
 Web application security miss-configuration and breakingweb application security in SaaS is very much essential. If
there is any weakness or problems in configuration then total
security protection will be broken. In case of multi-tenant
system, each tenant has their own security configurations.
Now if the security configuration is not same for each tenant
then a security gap will be arise. To address the security gap
problem like miss-configuration, there must be some new
security protocol provided by cloud providers in consistent
manner.

Cloud Management Security Issues
Cloud Management Security issues include a separate layer
called Cloud Management Layer (CML) to deal with various
components associated with cloud management. This CML acts
like a kernel in operating system to manage all the components.
This layer is very much vulnerable to attack and as a result
whole cloud platform may be compromised any time, any
moment. So security mechanism should be implemented in each
and every components of CML. More over CML offers same
API like PaaS, so PaaS level security is also applicable for
CML.

Cloud Access Methods Security Issues

 Availability: It needs to ensure that the user data will be
available around the clock so that user can access their data
any time.

Cloud computing architecture is build based on sharing
resources over the internet. Cloud resources can be accessed in
the following way:

 Backup: As all the user data are very sensitive, so need a
backup mechanism so that user data will be recovers any
time due to any unwanted incident.

•

Through Web Browser like Mozilla, Google Chrome,
Internet Explorer etc.

•

Internet communication protocol like IP, REST or some
remote client-server application protocol.

•

Remote connections, VPN, TELNET, SSH or FTP.

 Identity management and sign-on process: Identity
management is a broad area that deals with identifying the
each user and gives the permission to control the resource
by entering into the system by providing the correct
credentials.
 Data breaches: Several user and organization store the data
in same location in a cloud environment. So, the data of all

Each of the above techniques must deal with security and
privacy issue.

Security Issues in the Cloud Deployment Models
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Private cloud model allows the cloud user to have full regulation
over the cloud system and offers the freedom to the cloud user
to establish any state of the art network frontier security drill.
Even the private cloud is much secured than public cloud but
still there is some risk that has to be addressed in private cloud.

Cloud Deployment Models can be classified as:
•

Public cloud

•

Private Cloud

•

Hybrid Cloud

Each and every model has its own service area. Every model is
comparable with each other on the basis of services which it is
offering. Not only services but also security issues are different
for different models. Various security issues of different cloud
models are discussed below:

Public Cloud Security Issues
In public cloud, the customers share same cloud platform and
SOA security is offered by the cloud service provider itself.
Some important security issues in a public cloud are as follows:
 Some common security parameter like confidentiality,
integrity and availability are essential to keep data safe for
the entire period of life. The public cloud life cycle consists
of following stages: creation, data sharing, data archiving,
and data processing. During the period of public cloud life
cycle, the data must be protected from any kind of intruder
or malicious entity. In case of public cloud the security
issues are not controlled and that is why public cloud life
cycle becomes more vulnerable for any kind of attack [14].
 In public cloud, the similar kind of platform is distributed
between various customers and there is high chance of
illegal sharing of data between these customers. Now a day’s
most of the cloud service provider provide multitenant
environment and that’s why proper validation and
authentication should be done prior to choose any cloud
service provider [14, 15].
 If a Cloud Service Provider hires third party vendor to
provide its cloud services then the service level agreement,
terms and conditions and other protocols between them must
be checked precisely so that the service reliability and
integrity is preserved.
 Proper Service Level Agreements featuring the security
requirements like standard encryption technique, when the
technique is placed over the internet and what kind of
penalties in case the service provider fails. Even the data is
stored outside of the client organization in a public cloud,
but still there is a chance of intruder involvement originating
from cloud service provider ends. Storing the data to a cloud
environment increases the provision of insiders to the
service provider’s controller and sub controllers [16]. In
paper [17] policy on access control has been discussed to
prevent the internal intruders both from cloud users and
cloud service providers. The policy is implemented at node
level as well as at data center level. This policy is built upon
the following stages

 Virtualization methodologies are pretty common in case of
private clouds. In such a situation, there is a chance of
hypervisor to become compromised by some malicious agent.
So in this case malicious agents or threats must be addresses
carefully. It is seen that virtual machine can create network
among them and communicate with each other. But if the
virtual machine is not the part of that VM network but still
participate in the communication then it creates risk for the
virtual machine. All cooperated VMs can join to
communicate to each other but it needs strong verification
techniques like IP level Security etc should be implemented
[18].
 The operating which is being host must be free from any kind
of virus, malware, threat or worms and monitoring system
should maintain minimum standard to avoid such kind of
problems [19]. On the other hand virtual machines must
communicate with dedicated physical interface.
 In private cloud, customer gets privilege to manage the parts
of the cloud platform. Not only to manage but also clouds
customers’ gets benefit in order to access the cloud
infrastructure. And this opportunity is delivered through a
web application interface (Web API) or via HTTP
connections. Three options are there to implement web
application interface as follows:
 Writing a complete application stack
 By using standard application stack
 Using object oriented programming languages like JAVA,
Python etc.
Through screening process it is observed that the Eucalyptus
web interface has a bug. It allows cloud user to execute inner
port scanning or HTTP requests via the controlling node which
users should not be permitted to do so. In case of nutshell,
interfaces must be accurately implemented and updated version
of web application security methods must be installed to defend
the various HTTP requests being accomplished [20].
 Security policies are the blueprint for a security policy.
However policies do not talk about how to develop security
technique. But it talks about what restriction should be put on
those security controls. People rather talk about standard of
the security than the guidelines or policies of the security
technique. But one thing always need to remember is that the
security blueprint or policies are equally important as the
standard of security software [19].

 Specification or definition of the policy

Community Cloud Security Issues

 Execution or propagation of the policy in all levels

Community cloud actually lies in the middle of public and
private clouds with respect to the concern group of users. It is
very much closer to the private cloud, but there is some dissimilarity as follows:

 The performance measurement of the policy
Private Cloud Security Issues
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•

Two or more organization exclusively infrastructure and
computational resources.

•

All organizations have common privacy, security, and
regulatory concerns, rather than a single organization [21].

mentioned in previous section. The security holes can be
categorized as follows:
 Basic Security
 Network Level Security

The community cloud aims to conglomerate the followings:

 Application Level Security

•

Distributed supply endowment from grid computing,

•

Distributed regulation from digital ecosystems

•

Distributed sustainability from green computing

•

Achieving sustainability with the help of cloud computing,
during self-management from autonomic computing.

•

Replacement of retailer clouds by influencing the unutilized
resources of user machines possibly fulfilling the roles of
consumer, producer, and most importantly coordinator [22].

Basic Security

Hybrid Cloud Security Issues
The hybrid cloud model is an amalgamation of both public and
private cloud. Now the security issues of hybrid cloud is similar
to private and public cloud. If we discuss security issues of
private and public cloud then it will cover the entire hybrid
cloud security issues. Public cloud is much more intruder prone
in compare to private cloud due to its shared or openness
characteristics. But sometimes private cloud also suffers from
some security loopholes. Those loopholes must be addressed
properly on time in order to avoid any kind of security attack.
Many cloud based security issues have discusses earlier but
another most popular security mechanism called trust or
reputation based security model is remain untouched. This trust
base model includes some social security like total cooperation,
coordination, honesty etc. [23]. There are many problems like
multiple stakeholder problems, open space security problem
and data handling problem can be addressed by the trust based
cloud security model or security aware cloud.

Some robust technologies are used to enable Software as a
Service (SaaS) that offers users to accomplish the tasks like
installation, configuration and maintenance of software without
any hassle. Web 2.0 is one of the rapid growing technologies
that offer the users to customize the software by enabling SaaS
[26, 27].
 SQL injection attacks: In case of SQL injection attacks some
malicious code is injected into a Structure Query Language.
By this process, third party malicious users easily get control
over the database [28]. As a result of SQL injection attacks
web server cannot distinguish between actual user’s input and
malicious user’s input and hence shares the storage control to
malicious user thinking that it’s an original user. There are
different types of techniques to prevent SQL injection attack.
One of the proxy based technique is discussed in the paper
[29] that vigorously distinguishes and excerpts users’ inputs
for mistrusted SQL control measures.
 Cross Site Scripting attacks: It injects mischievous scripts
into web based contents. Now a days, it is much popular after
Web 2.0. methods which are used to inject malicious code
into web based content as follows:


Stored Cross Site Scripting



Reflected Cross Site Scripting

Threat to Security in Cloud Computing

 Stored Cross Site Scripting: In this scripting malicious code
stored into the web based content permanently. The attack is
invoked when users request for dynamic content of a
particular website in which user is logged in [30].

The main important tasks of cloud are to offer various services
in terms of processed data to the end users. Many end users keep
their data in cloud data storage and cloud providers provide the
security on those data. Now if the security policy is not standard
then the third party intruder or attacker can easily get the data
of end users. In that case those particular cloud providers are
not trustworthy and people will go for other cloud service
providers which can provide better security services [24]. If
there is any security issues in any mission critical system there
must a smell of threat. Various cloud service delivery specific
security threats has been discussed earlier in various paper.
Proper identification and the classification of security threat is
important prior to implement the security techniques and that
can be achieved by rigorous survey on threat. Privacy and
Security at different cloud layers such as application layer, Host
layer and Network layer is compulsory to keep the cloud up and
running uninterruptedly and this has been described in paper
[25] for Amazon EC2 cloud. Various types of security holes
may generate with the security issues of different layer

 Reflected Cross Site Scripting: Unlike Stored Cross Site
Scripting, this reflected cross site scripting deals with the
malicious code which is stored into the web based content
temporarily rather than permanently. The effect of this attack
is reflect immediate to the user [30]. Static or dynamic
website categorized on the basis of the service that the
website provides. A Static websites do not suffer from the
security threats whereas the dynamic websites do because of
their dynamism. Dynamic websites are very much prone to
Cross Site Scripting attack. Many times it is observed that if
the users click on any hyperlink, dynamic image or video then
immediately Cross Site Scripting attack starts to perform.
Few popular methods have been proposed in the paper [31]
to deal with Cross Site Scripting attack like Web Application
Vulnerability Detection Technology, Active Content
Filtering and Content Based Data Leakage Prevention
Technology. These technologies are very much efficient to
detect the security holes and solve them. To reduce the
dependency on web browsers in order to detect un-trusted
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content over the internet, a blueprint based approach has been
proposed in [32].
 Man in the Middle attacks (MITM): Man-in-the-Middle
attack is nothing but the monitoring, capturing, and
controlling of communication visibly by third party agent. In
this case attacker can change the path of data exchange. When
computers are communicating at data link or physical layer,
the computers might not be able to determine with whom they
are exchanging data. Man-in-the-middle attacks are basically
like someone assuming somebody’s identity in order to read
somebody’s message. This Man-in-the-Middle attack is
associated with SaaS. The attack is skilled enough to damage
the Software services as an application-layer attack. Tools
like Dsniff, Cain, Ettercap, Wsniff, Airjack etc. have been
developed to protect from Man –in-the-middle attack. [33].

Network Level Security
We can classify a network on the basis of service and scalability
into following ways:
 Shared and non-shared network Ex: Shared Bus network or
Mesh network.
 Public or Private network (Ex. Public and private cloud)
 Small area or large area networks like LAN, MAN or WAN
respectively.
Now each and every type of networks deals with their own
security measures. In some cases nature of the risk and threats
are same for different types of network and sometime it may
differs. As an example, security threat is more in case of public
cloud and less in case of private cloud. So, private cloud is more
protected than public cloud. Data confidentiality and Integrity
needs to be ensured in case of public cloud architecture.
Security attacks associated with public cloud are [34]:
 DNS attacks
 Sniffer attacks
 Issue of reused IP address
 Denial of Service (DoS)
 Distributed Denial of Service attacks (DDoS)
 BGP Prefix Hijacking
 DNS Attacks: Domain Name Server (DNS) is used to
translate IP address into domain name as an example
www.google.com, amazon.com etc. It is easier to remember
domain name than to remember IP address. There is a
possibility of security risk when cloud user looking for exact
DNS server but somehow redirect to malicious cloud server.
But we can reduce this kind of risk using Domain Name
System Security Extensions (DNSSEC). However DNSSEC
used as a DNS security measures but all the security risk
related to DNS cannot be overcome [35].
 Sniffer Attacks: In case of Sniffer attacks, unencrypted
packets transferring between sender and receiver get captured

and valuable information can be retrieve easily by the sniffer
attacker. Sniffer attacks starts from network interface card by
keeping it in promiscuous mode and in promiscuous mode
attacker can track all data, traversing on the same network.
To detect such type of attack Address Resolution Protocol
and Round Trip Time based mechanism is very useful and it
is discussed in the paper [36].
 Reused IP Addresses: IP address can be reused using dynamic
distribution of IP address. When a user change his or her
network then the used IP address of previous network can be
reassigned to another new user. Now new user can use the IP
address used some other person and accomplish his or her
task. In this case security risk may arise for the new user for
a certain time as the change of the IP address in DNS and to
clear the address from DNS caches [37].
 Denial of Service Attacks: A denial-of-service attack (DoS
attack) is a an attempt to make the services like machine or
network resources assigned to the authorized users
unavailable to its intended users by momentarily or
indeterminately disrupting services of a host connected to the
Internet. Denial of service is typically accomplished by
flooding the targeted machine or resource with superfluous
requests in an attempt to overload systems and prevent some
or all legitimate requests from being fulfilled. The server
which providing the service is drowned by a large number of
entreaties and hence it will fail to meet authorized
requirements. DoS attack growths bandwidth consumption
which makes certain parts of the clouds inaccessible to the
users. The most popular method to overcome this is Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) [38]. A method called as defense
federation [39] is used to protect such types of attacks where
each cloud is loaded with separate IDS. Based the
information exchange, the different intrusion detection
systems is working. In case a precise cloud is under attack,
the co-operative IDS warn the full system. All the on
trustworthiness decision will be taken by voting but without
hampered the overall system performance.
 Distributed Denial of Service Attacks: Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) can be termed as more advanced version of
DDoS in terms of refusing the exclusive services executing
on a server by spreading the destination sever with huge
number of information such that the focused server is unable
to handle it. In DDoS the attack is transmitted from different
rapid changing networks which have already been biased
unlike the DoS attack. The intruders have the potential to
manage the flow of data packets by entertaining some
information available on time. So, information which is
available for the use of public is clearly under the control of
the attacker [40]. The DDoS attack is being executed by three
operational units: master, slave and victim. Master unit is the
initiator behind all these attacks where slave act as a launch
pad for the master to causing DDoS. It offers the stage to the
Master unit to introduce the attack on the Victim device. For
this reason it is also known as co-ordinate attack. Normally a
DDoS attack is functional in two phases, the first phase is
intrusion phase where the Master attempts to compromise
ignored machines to provide support in flooding the more
important one. The second phase is installing the DDoS tools
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and hitting the victim server. Hence, a DDoS attack makes
the service unreachable to the valid user like DoS attack but
the way it launched is completely different from DDoS.
Basically the schemes used to guard against DDoS attack
involve rapid modification of the underlying network.
Modifications in underlying network becomes worthy for the
users. A swarm based scheme has been proposed to provide
protection against the DDoS attack [40]. The swarm based
logic offers an apparent transport layer, via which the wellknown protocols such as HTTP, SMTP, etc. can bypass
smoothly.
 BGP Prefix Hijacking: It is kind of network attack in which
a false broadcasting related to the IP addresses of an
Autonomous System (AS) is done. As a result fraudulent
nodes get access to the undetectable IP addresses. An
autonomous system can broadcast message which contain IP
address to all its adjacent. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is
used as a communicator between two ASs. Sometimes a
faulty AS may broadcast false information about the IPs
associated with it. As a result the original message gets
diverted to some other IP address and data is leaked or
reached to some other unwanted destination. A security for
autonomous systems has been explained in [41].

Application Level Security
On the basis of the usage of software and hardware resources
the application level security is provided. The intruders are not
able to get the control of the applications and make required
changes to their format due to application level security.
Attacker always behaves like a trusted user in front of the
system and gradually damaged the systems. It is necessary to
install higher level of security software to reduce the risks [42].
Attackers are dynamic and adaptable to the security standard
that’s why in case of application level security closed systems
are observed to be slower than open systems.
It is noticed so far that however a particular website is safe and
secured at the network level with powerful security measures
but there may be a chance of security gap at the application
level. Application level is facing the threats like CAPTCHA
Breaking, SQL injection attacks, XSS attacks, hidden field
manipulation, Cookie Poisoning, Backdoor and Debug Options,
DoS attacks, etc. due to illegal practice with applications.
• Security concerns with the hypervisor: Cloud Computing
reposes mainly on the concept of virtualization. Virtual
machine manager (VMM) which known as a Hypervisor. It
is defined as a controller that permits several operating
systems to be run on a system concurrently. It distributes
resources to every operating system such that they do not
impede with each other. Many operating systems are
executing on a single hard disk and it increasing the security
issues that need to be considered as it is not possible to
monitor and maintain all the system simultaneously.
Sometimes, there is a change that a guest system attempts to
run a malevolent code on the host system and try to take
control of the system or bring the system down and block all
the access to other guest operating systems [43]. It is a very
tough job to share the same hardware devices among many

users as a malevolent can cause threats to the others using the
same infrastructure. Security is a big deal with respect to
hypervisor as all systems are controlled by it. If an
unauthorized user is able to get control over the hypervisor, it
can alter the resource to any of the guest operating systems
and may get all control over all the data and can pass through
the hypervisor. There are different types of attacks which
have been launched to target different components of the
hypervisor [44].
• Cookie Poisoning: All cookies stored the identity of user’s
with its credentials. If, it will accessible to the malicious user,
the information of it can be copied to impersonate an
unauthorized user. An unauthorized can change or modify the
contents of cookie to a web-page or an application. This can
be escaped either by performing consistently cookie cleanup
or instigating an encryption scheme on the cookie data [45].
• Hidden Field Manipulation: When a user is accessing a web
page, which has some field that is hidden from the user and
this page contains some related information which is
basically used by developers. These fields are highly disposed
to attacks by an unauthorized user and it can be modified
effortlessly and posted on the web-page.
• Backdoor and Debug Options: At the time of publishing a
website, all developer common practice is to enable the debug
option which permits to implemented on the website by
changing the developmental code. As these debug options
simplify back-end entry to the developers, and sometimes it
may happen that these debug options are left enabled to
unnoticed, this may offer cool entry to a hacker into the website that make changes at the web-site level [40] by a
unauthorized user.
• CAPTCHA Breaking: CAPTCHAs had come in the market
in order to protect the usage of internet resources by bots or
computers. They are rapidly used to provide safe guard from
spam and overexploitation of network resources by bots.
CAPTCHA is also used to prevent even multiple web-site
registrations, dictionary attacks etc. But recently, it is
observed that the spammers especially from Hotmail and Gmail service providers are able to break the CAPTCHA [45].
These providers use audio system capable of reading the
CAPTCHA characters for the visually compromised users
and also use speech to text conversion software to overthrow
the test. It was observed that the net users are offered some
form of motivation towards solving these CAPTCHA’s using
automated systems and thus CAPTCHA Breaking takes
place. Many companies like Facebook, Google adopted
multiple authentication techniques to fight against
CAPTCHA breaking.
• Google Hacking: Nowadays Google is the last and one of the
best option to find details of anything over the internet. In
case of Google hacking, hackers always intuitively try to find
out the security holes by probing out on Google about the
system they wish to hack. After gathering the required
information, hackers carry out the hacking on the targeted
system based on the loophole where hacker wishes to hack.
Then hackers examine all the probable systems with such
hole and catch those using the loopholes they wish to hack
upon. Recently, it has been observed that various Gmail
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users’ account hacked by a group of hackers [46]. These
threats should be monitored at the different levels of service
delivery models in cloud like Infrastructure as a Service,
Platform as a Service and Software as a Service. In case of an
Infrastructure as a service delivery model, cloud providers are
not aware with the security rules imposed by the user and the
application’s management. As all applications of user are
executing cloud provider’s server where it is controlled by
them, so it needs to be secure the application. The following
points must be taken care of while designing the application:
Standard security measures must be applied to protect against
the common susceptibilities associated with the web. Without
testing properly the custom application of authorization and
authentication schemes should not be employed. In case of a
sudden attack, protection should be applied in order to skip
the issues with data recovery. Various security challenges for
Infrastructure as a service Cloud Computing and multi levels
of security as functional in Amazon Elastic cloud computing
have been discussed in [47]. It deals with identity
management, service access management and multifactor
authentication techniques in Amazon Web Service (AWS)
cloud. Platform as a service providers are liable for
implementing and maintaining the security of the cloud
platform and for this purpose an application is built upon.
• Dictionary Attacks: In cloud computing environment, data
security may be compromised by some intruders like
dictionary or brute force. In case of dictionary attack, all
possible word combinations will be generated that may be
used to decrypt the data which are stored in data storage
device or flowing over the network. Challenge-response
system is very useful to deal with these sought of problems as
explained in [48]. In this protocol, it needs to compute the
response when the client tries to access a network and reply
back to the server.

Obstacle and Opportunity for Cloud Computing
In recent period, cloud are like a hot cake for the users. But some
the organizations are still not confident enough to work with
cloud. Some security gap in architecture has made cloud
computing untrustworthy with respect to security and privacy
[49]. A few issues regarding the limitation of cloud are
discussed below:

the attack deployment areas which are extensively prone to
security attacks and mechanisms ensuring effective client-side
and server-side protection for private cloud [56]. Because of the
diverse security issues in a public cloud, we prefer private cloud
solution compare to public cloud [57]. A secure component
model can address the problem of securing mash-up
applications. The model also deals with an entropy based
security framework for cloud oriented service mash-ups [58,
59].

Performance, Unpredictability, Latency and Reliability
Literature study and experimental report admits that VMs can
share CPUs and primary memory in a lucid way in comparison
to the network and secondary memory. EC2 instances may vary
in their I/O performance rather than primary memory
performance [60]. I/O performance can be improved by
following ways:
•

Improve computer
technology enabled

•

To upgrade operating system with virtualization capability.

•

Frequent use of Flash memory as large number of VMs with
more I/O operation can sustain in a computer.

architecture

with

virtualization

Latency [61, 62] is very important parameter in order to store
data in cloud. There exist two types of data:
 Time sensitive data
 Non time sensitive data
Time sensitive data refers to mission critical or real time data
where immediate response is important by the cloud service
providers to the cloud users. Now if the latency is high the n
cloud user may face big problem with time sensitive data and
here we can think of fog node as a solution. So to handle real
time data or time sensitive data cloud providers must be
concerned about latency in data processing, maintenance and
round trip time management. Latency also plays an important
role in case security as well as. Latency should be controlled in
every aspect in security in the following manner:
 Time should be reduced to generate security key
 Encryption process should take time as minimum as possible
 Decryption time should be optimized.

Privacy and Security
The key of success of an emerging new computing technology
depends upon its security standard [50, 51]. In paper [52],
authors discussed about some protocol standards for collection,
maintenance and disclosure of personality identifiable
information. Specific steps should be taken in order to ensure
privacy and security in the cloud as discussed in [53, 54].
A public cloud solution turns as a crowd of a number of virtual
machines, virtual machine monitors, and supporting
middleware [55] etc. It is true that public cloud is much more
intruder prone in compare to private cloud due to its shared or
openness characteristics. But sometimes private cloud also
suffers from some security loopholes. It is important to specify

On the other hand non sensitive data has the fault tolerance
capability so latency is not a big deal here. The overall
reliability of cloud depends on the performance, security and
quick response.

Portability and Interpretability
Portability of cloud refers to the migration from one cloud
service provider to another service provider. If a cloud user is
no longer interested to use the service of cloud provider then he
or she may go for new service provider for better services or for
getting new type services. But this migration process is not very
easy as it suffers from following problems [63].
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 Heterogeneity is in data format. That means sometimes the
data format of a particular cloud provider is not supported
by another cloud providers in that case problem may arise.
 Data Structure may be different for two different cloud
providers. Languages may not be supported by one cloud
providers with other cloud providers.
 Each and every cloud providers have a certain API level
which may be different from other cloud providers.
For the above problems some lacuna may be there between two
different cloud providers and that causes problem for migration.
The problem arise in case of migration process for different type
of cloud services is known as lock-in. Lock-in can be different
types depending on the cloud service types and some of them
are:
 SaaS Lock-in

increasing as people prefer internet to store the data to avoid the
hassle in hard drives or in storage server. Moreover there are
some security risks but still Storage Area Network (SAN) and
Network-Attached Storage (NAS) becomes popular due to its
storage as a service. Storage network vulnerabilities have been
discussed in [68].

Network Accessibility
Cloud provides various type of services to the user and due to
its variety, the cloud is become a hot cake for the users. But to
get access to the cloud, users must have the internet service
available in his or her side. Without internet the popularity of
cloud is degradable.

Data Latency

 PaaS Lock-in
 IaaS Lock-in
Heterogeneity in data format is associated with SaaS Lock-in.
It is observed that when cloud user moves their entire data from
one cloud providers to another cloud provider, the data to be
moved does not fit with the data format provided by new cloud
provider. Language mismatching and the API level inequality
is related with PaaS lock-in. To avoid this problem every cloud
service provider must be open in terms of language and API.
If more and more data pushed to the cloud then data lock-in
increases and due to this data overhead on cloud storage lockin may arise. Lock-in generates in infrastructure level like
cloud storage is known as PaaS lock-in. In order to avoid this
lock-ins, the customer should be clear about their requirements
so that data overhead is less [64]. Data has to be kept in an
encrypted form and proper key management techniques must be
implemented in order to avoid risk for every cloud models [65].
On the other hand, the cloud users are totally unaware about the
location of their data stored in cloud and this is to some extend
helps to enhance the security. But simultaneously cloud service
providers must be serious about the data so that they become
trustworthy in front of the users [66]. A domain specific trust
based model has been proposed in [67] to handle security and
interoperability in cross clouds.

Variation in latency experiences jitter. Now this variation in
latency is more in case of unguided media like wireless
communication and less in case of guided media like wired
communication. In case of wireless network delay or latency
varies that means this type of experiences jitter. On the other
hand the wired network deals comparatively less variation in
latency as it offers dedicated point to point connection.

Dynamic Network Monitoring
Mobile application in mobile cloud must be intelligence enough
to adopt with the resources available in a mobile phone. Cloud
Application must be capable enough to measure storage
capacity, network bandwidth etc.

Confidentiality of Mobile Cloud based Data Sharing
Data confidentiality is very important in case of mobile phone
to run cloud application. Sometime malicious cloud application
may hack the data from mobile device. Mobile device must be
protected with high security password, pattern or face detection
techniques.

Better access Control
To get better access control over the data moving around the
cloud, followings improvements should be done.

Data Breach through Optical Fiber
Data communication in cloud takes place via different data
centers. In every data center there must be security measures in
order to monitor incoming and outgoing data. To transfer data
optical fiber can be chosen as best transmission media. Optical
fibers are fast and secure enough to deal with issues of cloud
computing. But some exception is still there as Telco Verizon’s
optical network issue was discovered by US Security forces
[68].

 User authentication and control mechanism must be unique
and powerful.
 Explicit partition measurements are needed to overcome the
security gaps in virtualization.
 Strong virus-scanning and malware protection software
need to be installed in pc and mobile device
 Device identity protection must be there in mobile device.

Data Storage over IP Network
Cloud popularity of networked storage devices are gradually

Data Storage Security
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 Where data comes from

User data is stored in cloud storage. Offering storage area to the
cloud user is known as storage as a service. But data may be
stolen or data be corrupted by the attacker while it is in cloud
storage. So there remains security breach in cloud storage area.
The various aspects of data security are as follows:

 Where it flows to
 Where it is transformed while it travels through the
enterprise.

•

Data-at-rest

•

Data-in-transit

Data Provenance

•

Data Lineage

•

Data Provenance

•

Data Remanence

Data provenance is to preserve the veracity of the data and
ensure that computationally. Classification of provenance
techniques and several data provenance techniques have been
discussed in [73]. In case of data provenance, the verification of
the data stored in provider (server) can be done by users or the
owner. Data provenance is more challenging and harder than
data lineage. Even data lineage can be recognized in a public
cloud for some cloud users but verifying data provenance is
more difficult. Here not only integrity of the data is proved, but
the more specific provenance of the data. The two terms slightly
differ to each other.

Data at Rest
Data at rest means that the data is not dynamically moving from
one machine to another machine or routing around the network,
but data has been kept a flash drive, hard drive, or archived in
some other way. The goal of data protection at rest is to protect
inactive data stored which are stored on any device or network.
While data at rest is sometimes measured to be less vulnerable
than data in transit, attackers often try to find the data which is
in inactive and it is more valuable target than data in motion.
The risk profile of data at rest or data in transit will be depends
on measurement of the security that are in place to secure data
in either state.
In a shared environment there is a chance to access the data
which is in rest in IaaS platform by unauthorized users. But
storage devices in IaaS environment with built in encryption
techniques can be useful to protect the data at rest. A lockbox
approach is also useful to address the above issue. A public
encryption scheme has been discussed in [69] to secure data at
rest in a cloud computing environment.

Data in Transit
Data in transit, or data in motion, is defined as the data actively
stirring from one place to another place such as over the internet
or through a private or public network. Data protection is
required when data is traveling from one network to another
network or being transferred from a local storage space to a
cloud storage space. In data transit or wherever data is moving,
efficient data safety measures are critical as data is often
considered less secure while in motion. To handle data in transit
the security techniques should be standardized and up to date
with latest security threats as discussed in [70, 71].

Data Lineage
Finding the data route is known as data lineage. It is important
for auditing [72] purpose in the cloud. Data lineage is a
challenging job in a cloud computing environment especially
for public cloud. It is very advantageous to know within an
enterprise which has put their data on the cloud that where and
when the data was specifically located within the cloud whether
the data in the cloud is encrypted or not. Data lineage is confined
with three questions as follows:

Data Remanence
Data Remanence refers to the missing of data in case of data
transfer or data removal. However in private cloud data
remanence encourages minimal security threats but it causes
severe effect in public cloud [74, 75].The ultimate feature of
data security is data remanence. Data remanence is the
persistent demonstration of data that has been in some way
supposedly deleted or removed. This remainder may be due to
data being left unbroken by a minimal removing process, or
complete physical properties of the storage medium.

ESURING SECURITY AGAINS VARIOUR TYPES OF
ATYTACKS
Many end users keep their data in cloud data storage and cloud
providers provide the security on those data. Now if the security
techniques are not standard then the third party intruder or
attacker can easily get the data of end users. In that case, those
particular cloud providers are not trustworthy and people will go
for other cloud service providers which can provide better
security services [24]. Various cloud service delivery specific
security threats has been discussed earlier in various paper.
Proper identification and then classification of security threat is
important prior to implement the security techniques and that can
be achieved by rigorous survey on threat. In this section, we have
discussed some security technique which ensures the security
against the various types of attacks. Most of the state of the art
attacks such as Flooding Attack, Side Channel Attack, port
scanning, denial of service (DoS), Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) etc disrupt the services of cloud. We have surveyed
various papers to study different types of threat and the
corresponding techniques to detect them or prevent them. The
well-known attacks and risks of cloud computing are mentioned
in the following Table 1 [76]. Table-1 present different thereat
which are facing to use the cloud computing services.
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Table 1: Threats Categorization
Category

Description

Attacks

Standards of security
techniques

It deals with security standards of various security
measures in order to protect from threats

Not applicable

Network Level

Denial of service attacks, Distributed denial of
service attacks are under network level attacks

Port Scanning, Phishing, Man-In-The-Middle
Attack, Denial of service attack

Access Control

Attacks related to authentication, authorization
and identification

Cloud Malware Injection attack, Man-In-TheMiddle Attack, Phishing

Cloud Infrastructure

SaaS, PaaS and IaaS level including hypervisor
attacks

Flooding attack, Denial of service, hypervisor
attack, Cloud Malware Injection attack, phishing,
Cross VM side channels

Data Level

Data
migration,
confidentiality

Not Applicable

reliability,

integrity,

On the basis of literature survey we have enlisted some of the
security threats of cloud computing platform and their

corresponding probable solutions are also listed below in the
following Table-2.

Table 2: Various threats and corresponding solutions
Threat

Description

Methods

Google hacking

Identifies login passwords, pages containing
logon portals etc. from the databases

Web Vulnerability Scanner [14].

SQL Injection

In this process some malicious code is injected
into a Structure Query Language

Avoid dynamic SQL code, use meta structure,
proper user validation, and avoid unwanted data.
[29].

Cross Site Scripting
(XSS)

injecting mischievous scripts into web based
contents

Data Leakage Prevention Technology based on
Content, Active Content Filtering, Vulnerability
Detection Technology based on Web Application
[32]

DoS or DDoS

Denying access to the internet, slowing down the
website, unable to give service to legitimate users.

Game theory against bandwidth consuming of
DoS and DDoS [75]

IP spoofing

Manipulation of IP packet in order to get
unauthorized access user machine or cloud service
provider.

Performing filtering for incoming and outgoing
packets and enabling encryption for sessions,
spoofing attacks can be reduced IPSec based
solution.

Sniffer Attack

Unencrypted packets transferring between sender
and receiver get captured.

ARP and RTT based solution [36]

Comparative analysis of various security solution of cloud
computing platform in terms their advantages and limitations are

listed below in Table-3.
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Table 3. Comparative study of various security methods in cloud
Methods

Advantages

Shortcomings

Algorithmic protocol for trust
ticket deployment [34]

Three levels of verification has been
done

It is quite hard to implement when data is in cloud.
If the users shares common key then total security
system will be collapsed

Dynamic
Identity
Association
and
System [10]

Verified cloud users can access the
information

Only validation is not sufficient to implement
security mechanism.

The method provides data security
with verified attestation under trusted
cloud platform

Quite difficult to implement. Complex high quite
high.

Error free audit can be placed.

Not efficient under large data storage

Surveyed on different encryption
algorithms [52]

Encryption algorithm can provide
security.

Need to be tested on various cloud platform.

Digital signature
algorithm [53]

Very easy to implement under small
data storage.

Not efficient under large data storage

Security has been provided
virtualized cloud platform

Application level protocol must be checked.

mapping
Discovery

FPGA device [45]

Dynamic
Provable
possession [51]

Dynamic
access
Infrastructure [54]

with

Data

RSA
control

in

Trusted computing platform with
trusted platform model [55]

Trust model can be developed.

Integration of various hardware modules in cloud
is quite difficult.

Homomorphic
token
with
distributed verification of erasurecoded data [3]

Storage correctness, Data error
localization and identification of
misbehaving server.

Issues of fine grained data error localization
remain to be addressed.

Border Gateway Protocol [41]

Detects anomaly to ensure that data
does not get routed to the wrong
system.

This suggested approach does not verify the traffic
path but take care the of the routing control
messages.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, various security issues of cloud computing and the
solutions to overcome the risks have been discussed. Cloud
computing which is considered as dominator of the IT market
currently has some security risks. Not only security but also
there is some issues that need to be controlled along with
security threats in cloud computing platform
•

How cloud computing framework will be built in order to
deal with both structured and unstructured data.

•

How migration problem can be dealt with.

Moreover confidentiality and integrity of data should be
considered while opting for cloud services from a cloud service
provider. Auditing at regular intervals is also mandatory to deal
security threats. Errors from cloud service provider side should
be minimized. On the basis of the survey carried out in this
article, we conclude, that the cloud computing environment
cannot provide total security. Groups that are applying cloud
computing by increasing their on-premise structure, must be
aware of the security challenges faced by cloud computing. To
create defense against the cooperation of the agreement

integrity and security of their applications and data, defense in
depth approach must be applied.
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